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C H I N M A Y A  M I S S I O N  
O T T A W A  

Nityam 
 …..Eternal  

M a r c h  2 0 2 1  

Chinmaya study classes are specifically designed for children, youth and adults, and are held at Chinmaya Bharati,  
1088, Ogilvie Road, Ottawa, ON K1J 7P8.  For all the current week-day and Sunday ONLINE classes, details are on page 17. 

Email : Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com Website: www.chinmayaottawa.com 

Lord has delegated “work” for each of us for our own inner unfoldment. Let us not become wiser than Him. Let 
us wait and watch…if circumstances are forbidding us of what we “plan” to do, let us have the wisdom to 

cheerfully decide “Thy WILL be done – not mine.” 
- Pujya Gurudev Swami Chinmayananda 

 

तत ्तऽेर्हत्तम नमःस्तुतत कमहपूज ः कमह स्मतृतश्चरणय ः श्रवणं कथ य म।् 
संसेवय  त्वतय ववनेतत षडङ्गय  ककं भक्तं जनः परमरं्सगतौ लभेत ।। 

 

tat te’rhattama namaḥ stuti karmapūjāḥ  
karma smṛtiścaraṇayoḥ śravaṇaṁ kathāyām । 

saṁsevayā tvayi vineti ṣaḍaṅgayā kiṁ 
bhaktiṁ janaḥ paramahaṁsagatau labheta ।। 

 

 Prahlada says to Lord Narasimha: “O the most venerable Lord! Without practicing 
six aspects of devotional service such as salutations, singing your glories, dedication 
of all actions to you, serving your lotus feet, remembering you, and listening to your 

stories, how can one achieve that devotion for you which the great enlightened 
sages have attained?” 

 

- Srimad Bhagavatam, Canto 7 , Chapter 9, Text 50  

UPCOMING EVENTS 2021 
 

 Sri Chinmaya Jayanthi    
8 May (please see p. 17) 

 

 Summer Bala Vihar 
Camp 14 June to 30 July 

   (please see page 17) 
 

 Guru Purnima 24 July 
 

 Chinmaya Aradhana Day 
3 Aug 

 

IN
 THIS IS

SUE 

Children’s colourful 
presentations of their classroom 

learnings (pages 2-5) 

Group talents shine with 

flying colours (pages 6-12) 

      Celebrating various festivals 

adds colour (pages 13-14) 

Chinmaya 
Games 

CM Ottawa expresses its 
sincere gratitude to all its 

kind supporters. 
(please see p. 15-16) 

mailto:Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com
http://www.chinmayaottawa.com/
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Armaan 

Silent Yoga Session 

I love Balavihar because they tell 
stories.  I learn verses of Bhagavat 
Gita.  I love arts and crafts.  My 
teachers are very nice. 

Pranav’s coloring 

Soham’s Craft 

Varun’s  
Likhita  

Japa 

Avantika’s Damaru drawing 
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Meghna 

Anivarth 

Mann 
Ayan 

Junior Balavihar 
Ayan’s Ganesha 

Nidhi 
Amayah 

Junior Shishu class Avishka 
made her own Japa mala beads! 

Senior Balavihar 
Vedanth’s drawing 
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-Amaya Asher, Grade 4 

Hello, my name is Aanya Kadambari and I attend grade 7
-8 Balvihar classes.  I have been participating for about 6 
months now and cannot wait for this excellent 
opportunity to continue!  In my Balvihar classes, I get to 
know more about my religion and proper ethics.  I learn 
about the 16 Samskars and how to be your best self.  
They teach you how to achieve that while also providing 
an explanation of those actions.  My personal favorite is 
learning good qualities and how to attain them, in 
classes you can relate to many things which makes you 
feel not alone.  You never feel alone and you always 
have someone to count on.  When I started I was 
extremely nervous, I had no idea what to do but my 
teachers and classmates made me feel very comfortable 
and gave me the confidence I needed to learn.  They 
actually encouraged me to partake in chanting, and with 
the confidence I gained, I wanted to learn Sanskrit 
chanting and practice more and more!  The lessons I 
learned in my classes I don’t just learn it and then leave 
it, these lessons are something you can incorporate into 
your everyday life and actions, they especially help your 
mood and make you a happier person overall!  Ever 
since I started taking my classes I gained confidence, I 
have a new perspective on my surroundings which is 
slowly changing my life more than I would have 
imagined and I have learnt about my heritage and 
where I come from!  I’m very excited to keep on 
learning, I hope you want to learn too! 
 
-Aanya Kadambari, Grade 7 

 Hari Om! My name is Aparna Gopakumar. I am 14 years old and in grade 9. Over the past few months, I got 
the chance to explore many different topics through my Balavihar classes.   
 One of the main topics we explored this year were the 4 stages of life. These are: Brahmacharya (Student 
Stage), Grihasta (Householder Stage), Vanaprastha (Retiring Stage), and Sannyasa (Renouncing Stage). As a 
student, I am in the first stage, Brahmacharya, which everyone goes through until their mind and body are fully 
developed. During this stage, I am learning the importance of performing my duties with the right attitude, and 
regularly displaying good manners (ie. kindness, truthfulness, respect). I am also learning the value of balancing my 
time between rest, work and recreation, and the importance of prioritizing my time.  
 Furthermore, I learned the significance of purifying the mind and avoiding negative thoughts. Our mind is 
like a rubber band -- as the number of negative thoughts increase, the more it will “stretch”, eventually “snap”. In 
order to purify our mind, I learned that we must first develop the habit of purifying the tangible items around us.  
 Once our regular lesson concludes, we usually take the last few minutes of class to have “quiet time”. 
During this time we quiet our body and mind -- symbolically bringing us closer to God. We also take this time to 
perform japa -- chanting the name/mantra of our favourite God while keeping their form in our mind. We are 
encouraged to keep up both these practises outside of class.  
 Overall, I am enjoying my Balavihar classes so far, and am looking forward to learning more! 
 

- Aparna Gopakumar, Grade 9 
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My name is Vinuthna and I’m in the Senior Youth 

Balvihar class at Chinmaya Bharati. In class this year, 

our topic is Hindu Culture and every week we take up 

one concept and have a discussion about it. We talk 

about how to put it into practice and we also are 

encouraged to question and challenge the concept 

until it makes sense to us. Some of the main things we 

have learnt this year are the caste system and the 

difference between belief and direct knowledge.  
 

First of all, I will talk about what we have learnt about 

the caste system. Often, we think of the caste system 

as a chain of societal class and that whatever caste you 

were born into was the caste you were meant to be in 

for the rest of your life. However, in class we learnt 

that this was not at all the case. In ancient India, the 

caste system was meant to help people choose what 

they were going to do based on their personality and 

not by birth. Someone could be a Vaishya or a 

businessman/woman and their parents could be a 

Brahmin or an intellectual. This was done by seeing 

how much of each guna was in an individual’s 

personality. For example, if someone has more Rajas 

(energy), a good amount of Sattva(calmness) and a 

little bit of Tamas(laziness) and they stand up for what 

they believe in and they are a natural leader, they 

would be a Kshatriya or a warrior. In class we did an 

activity assessing our personalities, to determine which 

caste we belonged to. We could even be a mixture of 

the castes. I personally felt that I was a mixture of a 

Brahmin and a Kshatriya. A Brahmin because I like 

teaching and learning about different things and 

reflecting on the things I learn and then formulating my 

own opinion on it. I think I am also a Kshatriya because 

I speak up for the causes that I believe in.  
 

The second thing that we learnt is the difference 

between belief and direct knowledge. A belief is 

something that we believe to be true, though we 

haven’t experienced it, such as the clouds are made of 

condensed water. We believe that to be true because 

we learnt it in school, but we haven’t actually gone up 

to the clouds and seen it for ourselves. Direct 

knowledge is when you have actually experienced that 

something is true or untrue. For example, a mirage. 

When we are on the road, and we see a mirage that 

looks like a puddle of water, we know that eventually 

we will go close to it and nothing will be there. That is 

how we know that it is a mirage or an illusion. We have 

experienced firsthand, it not being true and therefore it 

is direct knowledge. In class we also had a discussion 

about how beliefs can be broken through experiences 

and how that turns into direct knowledge. I shared a 

story about how I thought Santa Claus was real until I 

saw a document on my mom’s computer titled ‘Santa 

Letter for Vinuthna and Vibhav’. So, my belief that 

Santa was real turned into direct knowledge that he 

wasn’t.  
 

In conclusion, I really like my Balvihar class and the 

discussions we have about a variety of concepts from 

Hindu culture and how we try to make those topics 

more relatable to our daily lives in order to properly 

understand them.  

- Vinuthna Dittakavi, Grade 9 
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This year, the Ottawa group launched Chinmaya Games!  By creating 4 Chinmaya Bharati Houses, this was a way 

to stay connected with the kids, parents and teachers in a fun and exciting way as virtual learning took over most 

of the year. The kids were sorted based on their answers to a personality test. Their answers reflected their most 

precious virtues and determined which of the four Chinmaya Houses they would be placed in. 

Devi’s Tridents - a house of bravery and boldness, Rama’s Arrows - a house of simplicity and perfection, 

Hanuman’s Gadas - a house of dedication and service and Krishna’s Flutes - a house of creativity and focus. These 

four deities would act as idols with specific ideals for the children. Four Yuva Kendra students attending Monday 

night CHYK classes were approached to be House Captains. Finally, four Balavihar teachers were approached to be 

House Guides to ensure all was on the right path.  

The purpose of the competition is not the scoring, it’s not the win, but it is the pride of one's deity, the 

development of devotion and the depth in knowledge that kids of all groups will gain. So far it has been an 

incredible experience, where children have built up their team spirit, made donations as service to society, chanted 

beautiful shlokas, got active in yoga and most recently dove into the Bhagavat Gita. There is still so much more to 

come, and so much more talent to tap into. Let the Chinmaya Games Continue! 

-Divya Sutarwala  

The Chinmaya Games online was launched with a bang, the first challenge being the House Spirit Day where all 

the houses gave excellent presentations based on their house’s specific virtues and displayed solid team spirit.   

The second challenge was Slokathon, where the slokas chosen ranged from short daily prayers to Vedic chanting.  

Bravo to the children of all ages that chanted devotedly with amazing pronunciations and intonations, and that 

too, from memory!  While the next challenge was a humble effort to kindle social service through a charity drive 

for a local cause, the Bhagavad Gita challenge brought out Gita Dhutas in all children and others that made it 

happen.  The Likhita Japa challenge was a huge feat in developing faith in God’s names and its benefits.  Excerpts 

of the last three challenges are shared in the following pages.    Hari Om. 
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Hari Om! Being Team Captain for the House of Krishna 

has been an enlivening experience! Leading the kids, 

ranging from junior kindergarten to high school, has 

been quite the learning experience for me. They are 

constantly coming up with unique ideas, and their 

eager participation brings so much creativity to 

completing all of the intricate challenges together. Not 

only am I learning from the kids, but I also get to apply 

what I learn in my weekly CHYK classes! I have had so 

much fun completing the challenges with the kids, and 

it's a beautiful environment for the kids to be excited 

about learning what Chinmaya Mission has to offer.  

-Purvasha 
 

Hari Om! My time as a captain and being a part of the 

houses has been a combination of stressful, insightful 

fun and eye opening. It is an honour to learn with some 

kids in the houses and really dive into the teachings of 

Vedanta and put some fun spins on them. It has been 

eye opening as a captain to work with different 

personalities, organize events and stay on top of 

planning as well as managing our regular lives! It has 

been an honour to work with the guides as they are 

always teaching us; I am very grateful for my guide and 

the style of teaching she embodies. It is amazing to 

watch the children grow into being motivated to learn 

about the teachings and the concepts. Furthermore, it 

has been so wonderful to see them try to step up and 

put in as much as they can. Overall, it has been fun 

despite these challenges/eye opening experiences! 

Definitely a great way for me to learn about myself, 

about the teachings and give back to the kids. I am very 

grateful for this opportunity!   

-Mamta 

Hari Om! So far, I have had a delightful experience 

working with my house guide and members. I enjoy 

working with all the members because they show 

interest by consistently attending the scheduled 

meetings, fulfilling deadlines, and participating. Their 

ideas motivate me to create something grand for the 

spirit days and it makes me proud seeing their hard 

work during the presentations! Working with everyone 

also gives me a chance to know them and their parents, 

and I am glad to have a positive relationship with all of 

them. As a captain, not only do I teach and explain the 

ideas, but I also learn new things along the way. I am 

always learning something from the kids and we 

constantly try to come up with something new, 

creative, and fun.    

-Shulini 
 

Hari Om! Being a House captain this year has been an 

invaluable learning experience for me where, not only 

do I get to learn what the children learn, but I also end 

up learning a lot from the kids themselves. Although 

the children have been divided into their respective 

houses for a bit of friendly competition, I have seen a 

remarkable display of perfectionism, dedication, 

creativity and boldness from the children across all 

houses. It is amazing to see all of the ideas they come 

up with for each challenge and watch them execute 

their ideas with confidence. Through virtual interaction 

alone, the Rama’s Arrows have become like a family, 

and the collaborative spirit has even allowed us to 

serve our community! Kudos to all the supportive 

parents, guides, and judges who have been essential to 

the success of this great initiative.    

-Aparna 

The Chinmaya Games house captains (from Chinmaya Yuva Kendra class) share their experiences … 
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On the 7th anniversary of Chinmaya Bharati, the center initiated the "Warm Outside from Inside" 

campaign.  Members were encouraged to participate by preparing a safety kit; it included new unused gloves, 

socks, hats and hand-warmer packets. In total, 180 bags were collected and donated to a local non-profit 

organization. I enjoyed participating in this project, as I found it challenging to help people amongst COVID-19 

restrictions. During its launch, Ottawa's climate was frigid, and several health warnings were in effect. As such, it 

was a simple, impactful way to help those who were struggling with the rigorous environment. Moreover, I liked 

the idea of implementing this program into our House Competitions! The friendly contest encouraged people to 

donate more, and it also urged members to contact friends and family for their participation. Overall, Warm 

Outside from Inside was a thoughtful project that involved children and parents alike. I'm glad I got to be a part 

of this cause, and I can't wait to see how we celebrate our future anniversaries. Hari om! 

- Nikita Mohan, Grade 11 

 
 
 
 

Hari Om Houses:  After 15 days of Likhitha Japa, we received 1,025 japa entries!  The Lord's name was written down 

11,275 times! Every single time a mantra was written - your mind, action and speech were aligned.  In just 15 days, we 

collectively tuned ourselves inward 11,275 times.  THAT is how positive energy is created!  This energy will never fade 

away.  Phenomenal job and consistency for each and every participant in all groups.  Couldn't be more proud of every 

single one of you.  

 - Grandmaster 

CM Ottawa family donated 180 bags, 
each containing new unused gloves, 

socks, hats and hand-warmer packets to 
a local non-profit organization. 
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Chapters 1, 2, 3  
by Devi’s Trident 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Hari Om.  The first 5 syllables of the haiku describe Chapter 1 of 
the Bhagawad Geeta. It describes how Arjuna is feeling towards 
having to battle his Gurus and cousins and the entire war itself. He 
has an enormous amount of love for his cousins and is depressed 
by the fact he must kill them.  With a confused mind, he does not 
want to fight the battle.  The next 7 syllables of the haiku go on to 
Chapter 2. Arjuna turns to lord Krishna for answers.  He surrenders 
to Lord Krishna.  Lord Krishna teaches him the highest truth about 
existence and how to perform one’s duties with right attitude. 
Arjuna learns about the temporary emotion of happiness and not 
to be fooled by it, by not being attached to it.  The last 5 syllables 
of our haiku describe Chapter 3. Action is the primary word for this 
chapter because no one remains a moment without acting. While 
we perform our actions, it is important to have right motive and 
right attitude. Selfless actions are our duty, our Dharma.  

Hari Om, at the top, we have the title of our flag. The 
first word power means to have power over our own 
senses. Peace represents the peace of mind, trying to 
free ourselves from greed and anger. Protection means 
to protect dharma and fulfill necessary duties.  
The first pair of hands is holding a string, where the 
strings represent reins. This means to have control over 
our actions and senses. Each of the emotions represent 
anger, sadness, confusion, and happiness. Instead of 
horses tied to reins, the other hand is tied, where each 
finger represents a sense. 5 fingers for the 5 senses. As 
long as we have our senses under control, our emotions 

are under control.  The second pair of hands represents meditation, which leads us to peace. Bal Ganapati is 
meditating, to keep an open mind and to stay free from detachment. Swami Chinmayananda’s signature represents 
peace. The third pair of hands is to show protection and selfless actions. Inside the hands is a nurse helping out. 
Right now during the pandemic, the nurse represents all the front line workers and how their selfless actions can 
protect us. We can learn and start giving back to society, and contribute to the community. 

Sharing some of the team’s reflections on “What does Bhagavad Gita teach you?” ... 
 

“I learn to accept the situation; it helps me to stay calm, have patience, and forgive everyone.” 
 

“I learnt that the mind can be cunning.  You can be thinking about how tough your situation is and you are 
spiraling down.  It is important to have an open mindset.”   

 

“In tough situations, you could get attached to the outcomes of your actions, forgetting your existence.” 
 

“The Gita teaches me to be open minded in any situation and to let go off any anger or greed that I may have.” 
 

“Dharma is always the right path. Krishna says honesty is the best policy and serving others is our ultimate goal.” 
  

“Having our senses under control, having peace, and doing selfless actions, all require courage, the courage to 
move on forward!” 

 

“The Gita teaches me to remain as calm as possible to maintain balance in the mind.” 
 

“Whenever you are about to say or do something that might affect somebody else in a bad way, stop and think: is 
this really necessary?” 

 

“When you are in trouble, don’t let your mind become a devil’s workshop. In my situations, I chant the name of 
Lord Shiva to keep my mind free from confusion.” 

 
“When making a decision in a tough situation, take time to think, analyze and make a responsible choice.” 

Haiku 

 

Doubt, Grief, Confusion 

Knowledge, Detachment, Soul, Truth 

Dharma, Action, Self 
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Chapters 4, 5, 6  
by Krishna’s flute 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Hari Om. Line 1 of our Haiku is based on the Chapter 4 of the 
Bhagavad Gita. Here, Krishna explains to Arjuna that he takes 

several incarnations, or different forms, to teach the knowledge of 
the Self. And he has incarnated before Arjuna’s lifetime.   

Line 2 of our Haiku is based on Chapter 5. Here, Krishna explains to 
Arjuna Karma Sanyas, which is the renunciation of the actions and 

becoming a sage, and Karma Yoga which is doing actions in 
devotion to the Lord, also described as selfless service. This line is 

depicting how Krishna comes to earth to teach us how to do 
selfless service, as many of us are currently learning how to do 

them in our lives. 
Line 3 of our Haiku is based on Chapter 6 where Krishna explains to 
Arjuna that meditation is the primary means of peace, tranquility 
and elevation of the mind.  To reach Him, or to reach the eternal 

happiness, meditation is the medium.  

The drawing has an abstract depiction of Krishna standing next to a tree 
of togetherness.  Krishna’s flute has a charm decoration on it which is a 
scale that symbolizes when evil surpasses good. And Krishna takes His 
form in an incarnation to establish Dharma and peace as he explains in 

the Chapter 4 of the Gita. Krishna’s mouth represents the path of Karma 
Sanyas shown here as KS; and Karma Yoga shown here as KY.  In Chapter 
5, Krishna explains to Arjuna, that both the path of becoming a sage and 

the path of performing actions dedicated to God leads to the ultimate 
Happiness, which is represented here by the Chinmaya Om.   

Krishna’s eyes represent our eyes and our third eye or the focal point of 
concentration in between our eyebrows that we keep our attention on 
while meditating.  This represents Chapter 6 of the Gita where Krishna 
teaches Arjuna how to master the practice of meditation.  The tree of 
togetherness represents a key concept within Karma Yoga, which is to 
be there for each other without expectations, and dedicate our actions 
to God as selfless service. This is a concept discussed in Chapter 5 of the 

Gita, and the tree shelters Krishna as He plays His flute, sharing His 
Knowledge of the Gita to those who can hear and want to listen to Him. 

Sharing some of the team’s reflections on “What does Bhagavad Gita teach you?” ... 
 

“Does one have to be deeply philosophical, spiritual and old to read the Gita and understand it? No, actually, the 
Gita is much more easily relatable to all of us than we think!” 

 

“When playing video games, when the evil characters are about to attack me, I always get lucky, it is like this life-
saving force enters and gives me hints on how to navigate my actions.  I see a parallel when Krishna says he takes 

incarnations (avatars) when evil supersedes goodness on earth to guide the world back to a peaceful resolve.” 
 

“When the pandemic hit, and I was unsure of how I can fulfil my goal of doing something for others. Virtual 
volunteering during the pandemic lockdown worked out so well and I felt so good helping others, safely from my 
home. Now I understand why Lord Krishna advocates selfless service which is the secret to peace and happiness.” 

 

“When results of our actions are not as we expect, only frustrations build up.  Karma Yoga talks about detaching 
from the expectations of our actions and focusing on the action itself. It sure helped in my painting hobby!” 

 

“Practicing mindfulness has made me feel so refreshed before I start my day. Now I see why Krishna devotes time 
to explain the importance of meditation to keep the mind calm, still and disciplined through practice.” 

Haiku 

 

Krishna incarnates 

To teach us selfless service; 

Meditate for peace. 
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Chapters 7, 8, 9 by 
Hanuman’s Gada 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Concede in Govind - Surrender to 
Govind  

Krishna is vast like the wind - 
Krishna is everywhere and takes up 

all the space like the wind 
Always think of him in your actions  

Tree of Life 
 

The man is standing with 
Krishna in his heart beside the tree.  The tree has 

Krishna in the centre 
Krishna is the pillar, root and the trunk of the tree. 

Krishna is also the wind blowing the leaves. 
The leaves are carrying the good examples and 
lessons to us so that we remember HIM and do 

our duties. 

Sharing some of the team’s reflections on “What does Bhagavad Gita teach you?” ... 
 

“I learnt I should do my duty no matter what; and do the right thing always. A picture of Krishna and Arjuna in my 
room helps me focus on my work and remind me to have clarity of thoughts so that I can do the right thing.” 

 

“Duty is task at hand. If I feel a task is difficult I should still do it and not leave it until it is done.”  
 

 “The Gita teaches me to keep the Lord in my thoughts and actions.” 
 

“It teaches me to have faith in the lord and allow that faith to guide my thoughts.  So even if I don’t know what is 
going on sometimes, I know that somebody up there does; and they have got it under control.“ 

 

“It teaches me the importance of good habits; always be thankful to God and try to improve and get better.” 
 

“It teaches me to stay patient and calm in times of need like when I get frustrated; and to keep persevering when I 
feel down.” 

 

“It is better to do your work imperfectly than to do or live on someone else’s work with perfection. I do take others 
suggestions but ultimately the good or bad is based on my thoughts and the decisions which I put in to my 

actions.  Though I am not there yet, the Gita also teaches me to live in the present without worrying too much 
about the future or the past.” 

 

Haiku 

 

Concede in Govind 

Krishna is vast like the wind 

Keep Him in your deeds 

A short poem about the things that I learnt from the Bhagavad Gita. 
 

God made this world and he is present everywhere 
You should do your duty and always share 

Through yoga and meditation you can achieve balance of mind  
Always worship god, be generous, helpful and kind. 

You should have a loving heart and be forgiving 
Be grateful to God that you are living 

by  
Nandini   

Sundaram 
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Chapters 10, 11, 12 
By Rama’s Arrows 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

For our drawing, our house decided to create a 3D artwork 

depicting the main action of chapter 11 - Krishna shows Arjuna his 

vishwaroop. The significance of this event is that, while in chapter 

10 Krishna convinces Arjuna that he is the essence in everything 

(e.g. sweetness in honey, clay in the pot), this chapter is about 

Krishna providing empirical proof to Arjuna that everything exists 

in HIM! As such, Krishna shows Arjuna his Cosmic Form, or 

Vishwaroop. Our Arrows (team members) have tried to represent 

what Arjuna may have seen through their excellent art skills. Here, 

we can see many forms of Krishna or Sri Vishnu like the 

Dashavataram. Our canvas is a loop - a circle without beginning, 

middle, or end, to represent how Arjuna was unable to see 

beginning, middle, or end of Krishna’s Vishwaroop. Krishna’s form 

is also described as having endless arms, wielding different types 

of weapons, and the sun and the moon being in his eyes. 

Sharing some of the team’s reflections on “What does Bhagavad Gita teach you?” … 
 

“The Bhagavad Gita teaches me to love God. I pray by closing my eyes and chanting prayers.” 
 

“Duties are essentially responsibilities that we have according to the stage of life we are at. As students, our 
number one duty or dharma is to study!”  

 

“I have a duty to clean my room, take the garbage out, study hard, wash the dishes. Lord Krishna tells us that we 
should always do our duties cheerfully, with the right attitude” 

 

“The Bhagavad Geeta teaches about practicing self-control and being disciplined.” 
 

“The Gita teaches about the three Gunas; sattvik, rajasik, and tamasik. We should all try and become more sattvik 
in our lives.” 

 

“Krishna teaches us that we can only act now, in the present. We can’t dictate what the results will be, so we 
should let go of worries about the results and focus on the work today.” 

 

“If we focus and study hard for the sake of learning, rather than just passing our exams and getting good grades, 
we become the best version of ourselves, and the results will come. “ 

Hari Om. Each line of the Haiku covers a different chapter of the 

Bhagavad Gita. Line 1 covers Chapter 12; it follows Bhakti Yoga or 

the Path of Devotion. In this chapter, Lord Krishna describes a 

good devotee as someone who never shows blind love, but 

instead someone who evolves their personality to be the best 

version of themselves. Line 2 covers Chapter 11; where Arjuna 

asks Lord Krishna to show his cosmic form - also known as his 

Vishwaroop. This chapter is filled with descriptions of Lord 

Krishna’s Viswaroop -- which doesn’t have a beginning, middle, or 

end. Lastly, line 3 covers Chapter 10; where Lord Krishna explains 

to Arjuna how the whole universe is an extension of himself. He 

explains that nothing exists without Him, and any good thing in 

the world is simply another manifestation of Him . 

Haiku 

 

We must love the Lord, 

Who showed his cosmic form and, 

Is all pervading. 
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Patrons ($100000+) Tiku, Sanjay and Aditi Venkatraman, Ramesh Babu and Vijaya 

Chinmaya Mission Halton Uppal, Jack (Jagjit)  

  Donors ($1000+) 

Patrons ($75000+) Donors ($2000+) Achar, Ram and Sumana 

Parekh, Anil and Gita Aggarwal, Mithilesh Ahuja, Teresa 

Sutarwala, Shailesh and Binitha Arora, Sunder and Rupinder Anandavimalan, Amitha 

 Bakshi, Sanjay and Shubhada Athens Rugs Ltd 

Patrons ($50000+) Bhaga, Vinod and Meena Aubeeluck, Karuna 

Chakraburtty, Joti and Sneh Bhargava, Somesh and Mridula Bakshi, Nikhil 

 Bhindi, Praful and Nathalie Balachandran, Anusha 

Patrons ($25000+) Chandavarkar, Shyam and Sujata Balakrishnan, Raghunandan and Ranjani 

Acharya, Sanjay and Colleen Chawla, Angela and Ankur Bharania, Ravi and Rana 

Jindal Foundation Chinmaya Mission Toronto Bhatia, Prabhat and Vaneeta 

Kot, Dilip and Usha Das, Dharani and Smitarani Chinmaya Mission Niagara 

Koul, Ashok and Anju Dittakavi, Vinojee and Saradhi Vijay Chinmaya Mission West 

Lamba, Yash and Manisha Doshi, Jayendra and Suhasini Chugh, Sanjeev and Rita 

Nair, Devadathan and Bhavani Dutt, Deepak and Rohini Doman, Nivedita 

Patel, Dinesh and Bhanuben Gilmore, Rachna Duvadie, Ashish and Poonam 

Ramachandran, Prakash and Anuradha Goel, Nishith and Nita Goomer, Ashish and Dimple 

Sad, Subash and Lakshmi Krishnan Goulet, Charles Gupta, Madhu 

Sahni, Shalini Hindu Society of Ottawa Carleton Gupta, Sharad and Shubha 

 Kayathi, Venu and Sruthi Madhali Hemmady, Sandeep and Anuradha 

Donors ($10000+) Komandur, Srinivasan and Deepa Hindu Temple of Ottawa-Carleton 

Iyer, Uma Kot, Pritesh and Dhiral Indukuri, Vijaya and Bharathi Rudraraju 

Kothandaraman, Dr. K R and Nandini Kudesia, Adarsh and Seema Jain Society 

Les Contructions Lovail Inc Kumar, Virender Jayaraman, Jay and Radha 

Mallya, Satish and Sheela Lagoo, Vishnu and Ranjana Kanungo, Dr. Rabindra 

Marath, Ajitha Menon, Gopakumar and Deepa Kunjikutty, Sobha 

Shah, Manisha and Chirag Mhatre, Arun and Ketaki Lamba, Wiplove 

 Mohan, Gopal and Sangeeta Lunney, Dr. James and Liane Mcnamara 

Donors ($5000+) Patel, Bhavesh and Kavita Majithia, Jay and Krupa 

Bhatia, Sheila Punj, Harshal Malik, Lalit and Anjana 

Bhatia, Veena Radia, Nilesh and Bhavana Mandala, Sainath and Poornima Nayaki 

DCR Phoenix Development Corp Ramachandran, Jaya and Kovilvila Manipurath, Shaji and Jisha 

Iyer, Mala Ramachandran, V.S. Mansinha, Lalu 

Jani, Kishor Raman, Ana Meldrum, Anaya and Gregory 

Padhy, Susant and Smita Mahapatra Santhikumar, Gopakumar and Sathi Miller, Norman 

Padmanabhan, Ananth and Madhu Shah, Devesh and Neelima Mosur, Somasundar 

Parekh, Jatin and Ranjan Srinivasan, Anand and Smitha Nagineni, Ramana and Swapna 

Patnaik, Prakash and Pushpa Sutarwala, Divya Nair, Rama and Sarala 

Rastogi, Ashok and Ella Tirunellai, Krishnan and Usha Nandalala Group 

Sookhbirsingh, Patti and James Tiwary, Adwaite and Deirdre Morris Narayanan, Mahesh and Madhuri 

   

We sincerely thank all Chinmaya Bharati well-wishers for their financial support since its inception in 2013.  We 
also thank all supporters who have kindly provided their time and effort to advance the goals of our Mission.  As 

the Chinmaya Mission pledge says, it takes an army of dedicated devotees to achieve our aims. Hari Om. 

List of financial donors as of February 2021  
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Nath, Anjana 

Panchanadam, Athmaraman and Deepa 

Parameswaran, Siva and Thangam 

Parekh, Sammy and Heather Watts 

Parekh, Vivek 

Patel, Rakesh and Rupal 

Patel, Rashmi and Madhu 

Prajapati, Dipak and Jayshree 

Ruparelia, Vasant and Indu 

Saini, Ved 

Sajan, Maya and Thankachan 

Saravanabhavan, Guru and Roma 

Sekar, Jagannath and Radhika 

Sethi, Amit and Sumedha 

Sharma, Vasu Dev 

Singhla, Sanjeev and Lalita 

Sinha, Ranajit and Gayatri 

Somayaji, Buntwal and Sumedha 

Sood, Anupama and Geoff Culliton 

Sumbly, Virander 

Sundaram, Vijayashree and Jayasri 

Thatte, Vinay and Smita 

Thyagarajan, Manikka and Brinda 

Tikoo, Bhunesh and Archana 

Tiku, Shabnam and Ajay 

Ved Consultancy Services 

 

Splash the colors of love and 

Holi will end all distinctions 

& differences that separate 

one from another. 

 

-Swami Swaroopananda 
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Weekly Online Activities at Chinmaya Bharati 
 

 Sundays 10:30 AM  (from September to June) - Sunday Program is a comprehensive, family-oriented 

program of classes that teaches the ‘art of living’ concepts of Vedanta to students ages 3 and up.  

 Mondays 7:30 PM to 8:30 PM  - Chinmaya Yuva Kendra (CHYK) Classes (Ages 18 to 30).  For more 

information, please contact Saakshi Sutarwala at 613-227-0828 

 Tuesdays 6 PM to 7 PM  -  Yoga Class by Mr. Anil Agarwal.  For more information, please contact Bina 

Sutarwala at hariombina@gmail.com 

 Wednesdays  7: 30 PM to 8:30 PM  -  Kathopanishad classes. For more information, please contact Bina 

Sutarwala at 613-591-5961 

 Thursdays 6:30 PM to 7:30 PM  - Bhagavad Gita Classes.  Study classes will include video lectures of Swami 

Chinmayananda and discussions.  For more information, please contact Anil Parekh at 613-738-7466 

 

For more information, please contact Anil Parekh at 613-738-7466 or Shalini Sahni at 613-265-6021  

or drop an email at Chinmaya.bharati.ottawa@gmail.com. 
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Chinmaya Mission Ottawa  

1088 Ogilvie Road, Ottawa, Ontario, K1J 7P8 

Phone: 613-749-3399 

Email : Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com 

Website : www.ChinmayaOttawa.com  

Our mission is to provide to individuals from any background, 

the wisdom of  Vedanta and the practical means for spiritual 

growth and happiness, enabling them to become positive 

contributors to society. 

Om Shri Chinmaya 

Sadgurave Namaha 

People whose minds are always running after sense objects, will find temples and pilgrimages useful to 
turn their mind towards God.  When one goes to the temple, one is not worshipping the stone idol there 
and prays, “Oh Stone, grant me my wishes.”  One worships the Lord of all, who is represented by the idol.  
Without such symbolism, it is difficult for a man to develop devotion and faith towards God.  One who lifts 
himself up with such support gets a pure mind, and gradually all his actions become noble.  God’s grace 
blesses such an exalted man.  The temple is not a place where one goes merely to beg for fulfilment of desires; it is a 
ladder to ascend to the palace of devotion to the Lord.  This truth we must grasp well, and we should enter the 
temple believing that it is the abode of the Supreme Lord, who is in everyone's heart and is the witness of everything.   
 - Swami Tapovanam 
 
You can change the direction of a river by redirecting the flow of the water.  You can build a dam and 
control the quantity of water that flows through.  You can stop polluting the water and change the quality 
of the river.  In the same way, we can learn slowly to change the quality of our thoughts, the quantity of 
thoughts that flow through the mind and the direction in which the thoughts flow.  These are the three 
ways of changing the thoughts.  Thereby the mind is changed. When the mind is changed, the person is 
changed.  When the qualities of your mind changes, naturally the world around you will also change.  This 
is how the world is changed.  “You Change!” 
 - Swami Chinmayananda 
 
Upon inquiry, we understand that the result or the desire for the result of an action is not the real cause 
of sorrow. We become sorrowful because we always want to attain a particular and specific desired 
result alone.  This insistence is called attachment, which is the main cause of bondage. We should always 
remember that the proper performance of action alone is in our hands. The results are gained according 
to various God-created laws. Therefore, the insistence that I should get desired results alone is futile. 
Only one candidate can win in an election. Not everyone can get his desired result. Hence, act we must, to the best of 
our ability, but we must be free from the shackles of false expectations and insistence.  
 - Swami Tejomayananda 
 
Arjuna, before listening to the Bhagavad Gita and after listening to it, presents two contrasting and 
striking personalities. This clearly establishes how this profound scripture can transform and inspire a 
person to attain excellence and even exceed it.  It is significant to note that Krishna did not change the 
outer situation or setting for Arjuna but facilitated a change in the condition and thinking process of his 
mind.  The Gita is the highest knowledge of self-management. If you can learn to manage the ‘manager’ 
— your own mind — then, there is no situation that you cannot face or manage in the world.  The Gita promises that 
each one of us is capable of making this change. Thereby, we transform not only ourselves but the entire society.  In 
the verse 6:5, the Gita appeals: ‘Lift yourself by your Self. Do not look down upon yourself, do not underestimate 
yourself.’ It exhorts: ‘Do not remain in your miserable condition. Don’t blame the world for it. Do something.’  
 - Swami Swaroopananda 

mailto:Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com

